Installation Instructions

Non-Powered Ventadomes
Models Covered: V2010  V2012  V2092  V2110

1) Locate ceiling joists, mark desired location between joists on ceiling and roof. Cut a 14 1/4” square opening through ceiling and roof.

2) Place sealant around bottom edge of roof mounting flange. Orient the vent so that the hinge is towards the vehicle front and insert vent into the opening with the screen frame extending through the roof cavity. Mount vent to roof with #8 screws of sufficient length through the mounting holes in the flange.

3) Place ceiling garnish trim collar portion into groove around the screen frame. Drive #8 screws through the mounting holes and tighten to ceiling. Be careful not to over tighten and distort garnish.

Care and Cleaning

Frequent light cleaning with a solution of warm water and mild detergent applied with a soft cloth or sponge will eliminate the need for heavy cleaning. Do not use gritty or abrasive cleaners.
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